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DESCRIPTION
unique highly decorative waterborne extra matt finish for subtle shadow effect with an real Italian touch for interior walls perfect for both residential and professional environments

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
- for interior use
- subtle shadow effect
- different decorative effects possible
- excellent hiding power
- easy application
- good wash ability
- non toxic
- conforms to environmental specifications

COLOUR AND GLOSS
40 colours available, please see Effino colour card - matt finish.

BASIC DATA AT 20 °C
Mass density approx. 1.2 g/cm³
Solids content approx. 38.7% by volume
Theoretical spreading rate depending on the nature and condition of the substrate and the application method employed
Touch dry after 2 hours
Overcoating interval min. 4 hours max. no limitation
Shelf life (cool, dry place) 12 months
Available pack size 1 usg, 15 ltr

RECOMMENDED SUBSTRATE CONDITIONS
- New primed substrates
- dry and clean primed concrete, plaster, cement render and gypsum (for other substrate types please contact Sigma DTS) substrates should be clean, smooth and level.

Please turn
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Recommended primers
- 0852 Sigma Acrylic Primer Sealer
- 0805 Sigma Masonry Primer
- 0804 Sigmafix Primer (gypsum containing and powdery substrates)

Recommended finish
1st coat
- 0972 Sigmulto Effino (with roller)

2nd coat
- 0972 Sigmulto Effino (with brush or trowel application)

METHOD OF APPLICATION
- apply primer, appropriate to the substrate type
- apply first coat of Sigmulto Effino by medium pile roller
- allow the application to fully dry
- apply second coat by brush using a semi-circular motion or by trowel using a random patch application.

Additional Information.
The Sigmulto Effino effect can be enhanced by selecting two or more colours which are monochromatic to each other, lighter tints and darker shades of a single colour.
It is advised to apply the lighter tint as the base and the darker shade as the final coat

BRUSH, ROLLER & TROWEL

Recommended thinners
- Sweet water

Volume of thinner
- 0%

Equipment cleaning
- Sweet water

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
see safety sheet 1570 for information on LEL and TLV values

ENVIRONMENTAL
complies with environmental specifications
VOC = 50 – 100 g/l

REFERENCES
explanation to product data sheets on information sheet 1551